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Major benefit for AIDS cancelled <San Diego AIDS Project benefit>. 
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McQuay, Joseph. We can't afford not to help <re. support for Health Crisis Network>. The Weekly News 7(12): 4, November 23, 1983.


MD says US funds withheld, need more gay money <Dr. S. Pomerantz>. Sacramento Star 1(14): 1,3, December 1, 1983.
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Medical support for Texas sodomy law repeal <Dallas Doctors Against AIDS>. Au Courant 112: 7,11, April 26-May 2, 1983.
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National AIDS lobby project formed <formed by more than 30 national and local community organizations>. *Bay Area Reporter* 13(27): 11, July 7, 1983.


National Coalition of Gay Sexually Transmitted Disease Services.
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NBC developing AIDS movie drama. GLC Voice 82: 2, November 21, 1983.
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New AIDS clinic will serve community <Clinic for AIDS and Related Disorders, Davis Medical Center, University of California>. Mom...Guess What! 55: 3, July 1983.


New group has AIDS symptoms <heterosexual women partners of male AIDS patients>. Equal Time 33: 2, July 13, 1983.


New Jersey AIDS hotline established in Newark. National Coalition


New treatment for Kaposi's may rebuild immune system <interferon used at San Francisco General Hospital>. Sacramento Star 1(9): 8, September 22, 1982.
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News of the Columbus Gay and Lesbian Community <entire issue devoted to AIDS and the National Aids Vigil>. 6(BA): 342-348, September 21, 1983.


NGRC hits back on AIDS <"appeal to the media to avoid the use of emotive journalism which has been responsible for much of the misinformation">. Pink Triangle 44: 3, July-September 1983.
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NGTF and AIDS staff meet with staff of U.S. Department of Health. 
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Ortleb, Charles L. Against its will <editorial re. Plum Island Laboratory and research on possible connection between AIDS and ASFV>. *New York Native* 84: 3,2, February 27-March 11, 1984.
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Paroski, Jr., Paul A. No trust <letter from FARO, with reply by Nathan Fain>. Advocate 382: 9, December 8, 1983.

Partly sunny on the west coast <AIDS research studies>. Advocate 382: 21,60, December 8, 1983.


Patton, Cindy. HTLV III: LAV <"announcement of the discovery of the 'cause' of AIDS has led to a lot of high hopes, but a look behind the headlines shows that the battle may have just begun">. Body Politic 105: 23, July-August 1984.
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Pede. SIDA vie vous intéresse <cartoon>. Sortie 10: 37, September 1983.
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Physician scores viral emphasis <Dr. Paul Black believes hepatitis and herpes virus are possible causes of AIDS>. Connection 2(24): 9, October 27–November 9, 1983.


Play may provide AIDS funding <funds to University of Miami's Tropical Medicine Program>. *The Weekly News* 6(34): 24, April 27, 1983.


Poll shows fear of AIDS <Gallup poll for *Newsweek* shows that twenty-one percent of people questioned are less comfortable around homosexual friends since they became aware of AIDS>. *Connection* 2(19): 9, August 3-16, 1983.
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Possible CIA link to AIDS virus <CIA introduction of ASFV into Cuba>. Update 112: 12, June 29, 1983.
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